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ABSTRACT 

Managed forests play crucial roles in ongoing climatic and environmental changes. Among 
other things, wood is capable of sinking and storing carbon in both standing timber and wood 
products. To promote these positive effects, more precise planning is required that will ensure 
sustainable forest management and maximal deposition of harvested wood for long-term 
applications. Information on wood properties plays a key role; i.e. the wood properties can 
impact the carbon stocks in forests and the suitability of wood for structural timber. 

With respect to the theoretical background of wood formation, stem, crown, and 
branching constitute potential inputs (i.e. wood quality indicators) to allometric wood 
property, tree biomass, and wood quality models. Due to the complex nature of wood 
formation, measurements of wood quality indicators that could predict wood properties along 
the relevant directions of variation have previously been elusive in forest inventories. 
However, developments in laser scanning from aerial and terrestrial platforms support more 
complex mapping and modeling regimes based on dense three-dimensional point clouds. 

The aim here was to determine how wood properties could be estimated in remote-
sensing-aided forest inventories. For this purpose, methods for characterizing select wood 
quality indicators in standing timber, using airborne and terrestrial laser scanning (ALS and 
TLS, respectively) were developed and evaluated in managed boreal Scots pine (Pinus 
sylvestris L.) forests. Firstly, the accuracies of wood quality indicators resolved from TLS 
point clouds were assessed. Secondly, the results were compared with x-ray tomographic 
references from sawmills. Thirdly, the accuracies of tree-specific crown features delineated 
from the ALS data in predictive modeling of the wood quality indicators were evaluated. 

The results showed that the quality and density of point clouds significantly impacted 
the accuracies of the extracted wood quality indicators. In the assessment of wood properties, 
TLS should be considered as a tool for retrieving as dense stem and branching data as possible 
from carefully selected sample trees. Accurately retrieved morphological data could be 
applied to allometric wood property models. The models should use tree traits predictable 
with aerial remote sensing (e.g. tree height, crown dimensions) to enable extrapolations. 

As an outlook, terrestrial and aerial remote sensing can play an important role in filling 
in the knowledge gaps regarding the behavior of wood properties over different spatial and 
temporal extents. Further interdisciplinary cooperation will be needed to fully facilitate the 
use of remote sensing and spatially transferable wood property models that could become 
useful in tackling the challenges associated with changing climate, silviculture, and demand 
for wood. 

Keywords: Wood quality, Precision forestry, Forest management, Remote sensing 
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PREFACE 

Back in early 2014, I was finishing my Master’s Degree in wood technology. My Master’s 
thesis on wood properties in uneven-aged spruce had been my first peek into studying the 
complexity of wood formation. I found it mysterious how trees communicate with the 
environment through series of processes that from an animal perspective are curiously slow 
and permanent, and how they produce wood that is equally intriguing as a material. I was 
searching for a research project that would keep me close to these topics, and eventually, got 
lured into a PhD position with initial title “Measuring wood quality with terrestrial laser 
scanning” by my supervisors Markus Holopainen and Marketta Sipi. With precious help from 
them and Mikko Vastaranta, we applied for research funding. 

Meanwhile, I was hired by Finnish Geodetic Institute (later Finnish Geospatial Institute, 
FGI) for field work in summer 2014 in Evo, Hämeenlinna. Harri Kaartinen introduced me to 
laser scanning and geographic measurements that laid the groundwork for later data 
acquisitions. I continued working in FGI with Xinlian Liang, who introduced me to the point 
cloud processing and quantitative point cloud analyses that became extremely useful later. 

After receiving personal funding, I started working on the first research paper in autumn 
2015, and it was submitted by spring 2016. That paper never got accepted, and I had to 
completely rewrite it. The first paper was finally accepted in late 2017. In hindsight, I’m glad 
things went that way, as it was an educating lesson in academic writing. I am grateful to 
Mikko and Ville Kankare who helped me struggle through that first endeavour. In the 
subsequent studies, I worked my way through various aspects of data processing, algorithm 
development and study design considerations with irreplaceable aid from my senior co-
authors, Xinlian, Yunsheng Wang, Ninni Saarinen, Ville and Mikko. 

With this thesis, I believe I’ve come full circle back at the questions of wood formation 
that got me into research in the first place. I am now looking forward to using the new skills 
acquired in this project, to ask the questions that still keep me agitated—how trees make 
wood, and how it all links to our place in the cycle, as active inhabitants and tenders of forests 
and users of wood. 
 
It goes without saying that there exists a great number of people, both peers and collegues as 
well as friends and family that deserve acknowledgement. 

First, I wish to express my greatest gratitude to my supervisor and group leader Markus, 
for his genuine support and trust towards my work. In continuation to that I thank our research 
group that makes the everyday work so enjoyable (including lunch times, social events and 
work trips): Mikko, Ville, Ninni, Ville L., Samuli, Topi, Einari, Mohammad and Tuomas. I 
am also grateful to everyone at FGI who have been involved: Juha Hyyppä, Xinlian, 
Yunsheng, Harri, Antero and Matti L, as well as to those from the Department of Forest 
Sciences: my supervisor Marketta and Juha R. who is always just one door down the hall 
when I need to ask something about wood, and Veli-Pekka for his kind support. I also want 
to thank warmly Riikka Piispanen, Sauli Valkonen and Pekka Saranpää from Natural 
Resources Institute Finland (Luke)—although not participants in the PhD project, they 
sparked my interest towards wood formation in the first place, during the Master’s thesis 
project. Then I must give special mention to Nicholas Coops and everyone in his lab in 
University of British Columbia, where I had the privilege to spend four months in 2018. 
Observing the way Nicholas worked with his lab opened me whole new perspectives in 
scientific thinking—not to forget the Friday beers and other social events outside of work. 
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The following agencies are gratefully acknowledged for financial support: Jenny ja Antti 
Wihurin rahasto, Suomen Luonnonvarain Tutkimussäätiö, Suomen Metsäsäätiö, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry, and Academy of Finland. Dr. James Thompson is acknowledged 
for editing the language of the thesis. 
 
Another important aspect in my life has always been music. Based on my experience, art and 
science are highly similar, creative processes that mutually boost my involvement with one 
and another. Great cheers to all my band mates Markus, Jaakko, Aaro, Rolle, Teemu and 
Osmo! 

Finally, there are a bunch of people with whom I share various aspects of my life to 
varying extents, and to whom I want to give my greatest thanks for simply being there 
throughout the years: Pauliina the Conqueror of my Space and Time, my mother and grand 
parents who taught me the appreciation for nature, Jori, Suvi, Johanna, Janina and all other 
relatives, Pauli, Tommi, Joonas, Pentti, Paul, Janne, Tuomo, Hannele, Lauri and Pihla E., to 
name just few. 

Helsinki, April 2020 
Jiri Pyörälä 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

Forests play several roles in global environmental, climatic, and social changes (Bonan 2008; 
Cardinale et al. 2012; Foley et al. 2005; Law et al. 2018; Luyssaert et al. 2018). They are 
natural habitats for approximately 75% of land animals and plants and storages of 50% of the 
terrestrial carbon that can remove 15–30% of the annual anthropogenic CO2 emissions from 
the atmosphere (Arneth et al. 2017; Pan et al. 2011). However, these global changes and 
unsustainable forest use together pose serious threats of forest degradation or deforestation 
in many regions that may yet undermine the potential attributed to forests (Sasaki and Putz 
2009). Optimal utilization of forest resources, including the substitution of wood for steel, 
concrete, and plastics in long-term deposits is one crucial factor in net-positive carbon 
sequestration in managed forests, especially when the demand for wood is increasing 
(Jonsson et al. 2018). The capacity of forests and industrial forestry to live up to their 
potential is thus influenced by the decisions made in forest management and use (Canadell 
and Raupach 2008; Vauhkonen and Packalen 2018). 

By estimation, approximately 50% of global forested areas are under a management plan, 
either for wood production (~30% of the forested area), conservation (~20%), or multiple 
purposes (~25%, overlapping with the previous numbers) (MacDicken et al. 2016). In 
Finland, approximately 90% of forests are managed for wood production (Peltola 2014). In 
countries such as Finland, where forestry and the forest industry are highly developed, the 
forest sector is expected to preserve the forest carbon storage and uptake as well as 
biodiversity, while also securing sustainable wood production in answer to the increasing 
demand. Various authors have stated that improvements in the value-added of wood and the 
precision and flexibility of management, planning, harvests, logistics, and end production are 
required for better accounting of the multiple goals set for forestry (Gardiner and Moore 
2014; Holopainen et al. 2014; MacKenzie and Bruemmer 2009). 

Detailed, accurate, and timely planning of forest management and wood procurement 
requires information on forest growth and structure with high spatial and temporal resolution. 
Fortunately, high-resolution remote-sensing data from various sensors and platforms are 
becoming more commonly available for forest inventorying (Liang et al. 2016; Liang et al. 
2018b; Liang et al. 2019; Réjou-Méchain et al. 2019; Wästlund et al. 2018). Much of the 
potential remains untapped, and research is needed to facilitate the use of remote sensing in 
increasingly complex mapping and modeling applications. One of the application fields 
requiring development is the estimation of wood properties in standing timber. Wood 
properties such as wood density and fiber dimensions can highly affect forest biomass and 
wood quality, i.e. the carbon stored in wood both in standing timber and that manufactured 
into long-term deposits. Precise inventory data on wood properties would support more 
precise planning and decision making in forest management and use. 

1.2. Wood properties in forest management and use 
 

1.2.1. Wood formation and wood properties 

By definition, wood is a “hard fibrous substance that makes up the greater part of the stems, 
branches, and roots of trees or shrubs (and some herbaceous plants) beneath the bark” (Anon 
2019). Wood is responsible for the structural support, water transport, and nutrient storage of 
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plant bodies. In forestry, wood more specifically refers to the secondary xylem in the stems 
of gymnosperms and dicot angiosperms, i.e. coniferous and broad-leaved trees, or softwoods 
and hardwoods, respectively. In the context of this thesis, wood properties refer to the 
anatomy and functionality of stem wood: cell dimensions, wood density, microfibril angle 
(MFA), and knottiness. 

Wood properties are determined during wood formation, which includes primary and 
secondary growth in apical and lateral meristems (stem apex and cambium, respectively). 
Primary growth is responsible for the longitudinal growth of the stem apex and branch tips 
and the initiation of the cambium envelope around the primary xylem (or pith). Secondary 
growth is responsible for the transversal growth of stems and branches, since the cambium 
produces secondary xylem (or sapwood) inwards, and phloem and bark outwards. Tracheary 
cells—tracheids, vessels, and fibers—are responsible for water transport and structural 
support and comprise up to 90% of the sapwood in most forest trees. 

Five stages of secondary growth are often distinguished in the tracheary cells (Rathgeber 
et al. 2016): (1) cell division, (2) cell expansion, (3) cell-wall thickening, (4) lignification, 
and (5) programmed cell death. Primary growth regulates secondary growth through 
molecular signaling, i.e. by transporting phytohormones and nonstructural carbohydrates 
(photosynthates) basipetally through the vascular cambia (Larson 1969; Sorce et al. 2013). 
The most important implications for wood properties in the context of this thesis is how the 
signaling determines the predomination of any of the first three stages: cell division, 
expansion, and cell-wall thickening (Björklund et al. 2017; De Rybel et al. 2016; Uggla et al. 
1996). These processes fundamentally affect the anatomy and functioning of wood, e.g. wood 
density, which is constituted by lumen diameters and the thickness of cell walls. The 
regulation of secondary growth is pivotal for the adaptability of wood to extrinsic changes in 
climate and the environment, as well as to intrinsic changes in hydraulic maintenance and 
structural support as the tree grows (Cabon et al. 2020; Petit et al. 2018; Pullen et al. 2019; 
Spicer and Groover 2010; Vaganov et al. 2006). 

In boreal and temperate regions, the seasonally variable temperature, soil moisture, and 
day length control primary growth, photosynthesis, and hormonal activity in trees and affect 
the timing, duration, and rate of the secondary growth stages (Begum et al. 2013; Schrader 
et al. 2003). The implications are most apparent in the annual ring patterns of many boreal 
and temperate gymnosperms, with distinctive transitions from earlywood (EW) to latewood 
(LW). EW tracheids in gymnosperms are relatively short, with large lumen size and thin cell 
walls, and they function as conduits for the ascending sap. LW tracheids are longer, narrower, 
and have thicker cell walls, mainly serving in mechanical support functions. To give an 
example of the dependencies between secondary and primary growth, several studies have 
reported that the rates of primary and secondary growth both peak around the summer solstice 
in temperate and boreal gymnosperms, and coincide with EW to LW transitioning (Cuny et 
al. 2015; Huang et al. 2014; Uggla et al. 2001), and the variation in both radial and vertical 
increments indicate similar environmental signals (Mäkinen 1998). 

In addition to annual fluctuations, tree age, size, and structure highly affect secondary 
growth over time. Stem wood produced by a young cambium within a live crown is called 
juvenile wood (or crown wood, or core wood), and that produced by older cambium below 
the crown is called mature wood (or stem wood, or outer wood). Juvenile wood is often 
distinguished by its smaller wood density, lower lignin content, smaller tracheids, and steeper 
MFA than mature wood, although there is continual debate over the terms and their 
definitions (Amarasekara and Denne 2002; Burdon et al. 2004; Eberhardt et al. 2019). In 
short, the combination of apical and cambial ageing, increasing tree height (H) and crown 
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size, ascending base height of live crown (Hlc), and the increasing pressure on the cambium 
due to increasing tree size gradually transform the wood produced (Amarasekara and Denne 
2002; Kucera 1994; Lundqvist et al. 2018; Mansfield et al. 2007). Consequently, vertical and 
radial developments of several wood properties in the xylem exhibit well-established 
relationships with H and stem radius (Auty et al. 2014b; Eberhardt et al. 2019; Lachenbruch 
et al. 2011) as reflections of wood formation adapting to changing canopy dynamics and tree 
morphology over time, hence giving rise to the terms ‛juvenile’ and ‛mature’ wood (Figure 
1). The properties and proportions of EW, LW, juvenile, and mature wood comprise the 
baseline for intra-tree variabilities of wood properties that further vary between forest types, 
different forest management regimes, and climatic domains. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of vertical and radial variabilities of mean knot diameters (as 
a wood property) and their relationships with stem geometry and branching. The allometric 
relationships between longitudinal and radial increments of the stem and branches reflect past 
growth with implications for the wood formed. The transitioning from juvenile to mature wood 
is related to the ascending base height of the live crown (Hlc). The mean knot diameter gradient 
thus reflects intra-tree variabilities of other wood properties, e.g. wood density and fiber 
dimensions. Tree-to-tree fluctuations in the baseline variation arise from differences in canopy 
positions, stand conditions, and climate. Hdb = Height of the lowest dead branch. 
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1.2.2.  Effect of forest management on tree morphology and wood properties 

Trees have some of the longest lifespans of all living organisms, as well as very slow 
metabolism. The explicit effects of forest management practices on wood formation 
processes may therefore appear negligible, but become significant when they accumulate 
over decades or centuries. The interactions of species-specific shade tolerance, climatic 
adaptability, and crown plasticity with climate, environmental conditions, and forest 
management are pivotal to the development of tree morphology and wood properties (Babst 
et al. 2019; Pretzsch and Rais 2016). Forest management interferes with wood formation by 
favoring trees with select morphological traits and altering the environmental setting with 
implications for the biological interdependencies between primary and secondary growth. 
These effects are manifested in allometric relationships in tree morphology that are well-
known and commonly used to guide decision making in forest management and planning 
(West et al. 1999).  

In the context of this thesis, the allometry of crown and branching plays a particularly 
intriguing twofold role. On one hand, branches become knots that are important wood 
properties as such (Björklund 1997; Moberg 2006). On the other hand, the crown and 
branches in many ways also reflect other wood properties related to the EW:LW ratio and 
maturity of wood (Eberhardt et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2014; Kuprevicius et al. 2013; 
Pamerleau-Couture et al. 2019) (Figure 1). Increasing site fertility and decreasing stocking 
density (or canopy packing) have been linked with increased crown longevity and stem taper 
(Benjamin et al. 2009; Huuskonen et al. 2014; Mäkinen 1999; Pothier et al. 2013), which are 
signals of increased radial growth rates and EW and juvenile wood contents (Auty et al. 2018; 
Cortini et al. 2013; Lindström 1996; Moore et al. 2009; Pokharel et al. 2014). 

For example, intensive forest management actions accompanied by short rotations have 
evidently increased juvenile growth rates in industrially cultivated forest stocks, resulting in 
decreases in wood density, timber stiffness, and strength (Moore and Cown 2017; Zhang 
1995; Zobel 1984). On the other hand, relatively little is known about the variabilities of 
wood properties in uneven-aged and mixed-species forests where the canopy conditions are 
more diverse (Pamerleau-Couture et al. 2019; Piispanen et al. 2014; Pretzsch and Rais 2016; 
Zeller et al. 2017). These examples highlight the need for more accurate inventory data on 
wood properties that could facilitate precise forest management decisions made at finer 
spatial and temporal scales, accounting for both biomass accumulation and wood quality. 

1.2.3. Forest biomass 

Forest biomass is an important source of information on forest carbon stock, sequestration, 
and wood quantity. Forest biomass at the stand level is inferred from allometric tree biomass 
estimates (Repola 2009). Similarly, carbon storage and sinks are calculated from the forest 
biomass, using fixed wood density and carbon content factors (Penman et al. 2003) that are 
specific to single species or genera. However, wood density varies significantly between and 
within species and individuals, stands, and geographic regions (Duncanson et al. 2019; 
Momo et al. 2020; Stephenson et al. 2014). 

Existing allometric models that relate tree biomass with tree attributes such as H and 
diameter-at-breast height (DBH) do not comprehensively describe the differences between 
different developmental stages, forest types, or canopy positions, and require frequent 
calibration when conditions change. The problem is associated with the generally low 
transferability of the current species-specific biomass models between geographical regions 
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(Duncanson et al. 2015; Duncanson et al. 2019). More transferable results could be obtained, 
using additional crown metrics in the allometric equations and volume-weighted wood 
density factors in volume-to-biomass conversion (Kankare et al. 2013; Momo et al. 2018). 
Moreover, significant uncertainties also remain in the forecasts of future forest growth and 
carbon uptake that are based on process-based, dynamic vegetation models, one of the 
reasons being the lack of explicit description of wood formation processes in the models 
(Friend et al. 2019). 

1.2.4. Wood quality 

Wood quality, in terms of superiority and inferiority, refers to human perceptions and is 
dependent on the intended use of wood. In general, wood quality refers to the mechanical 
properties of end products, e.g. timber stiffness, strength, durability, stability, and 
appearance, or pulp stiffness, coarseness, and density (Moore and Cown 2015). Here, I focus 
mainly on wood quality in timber (i.e. timber quality). Timber quality is predominantly 
influenced by wood density, MFA, knots, and grain orientation. Consequently, visual strength 
grading of sawn wood is based on measures of ring width, knots, grain straightness, and 
occurrences of decay, reaction wood, and other anomalies that affect important wood 
properties. Similarly, sawlogs are graded and sorted prior to sawing according to their 
dimensions, appearance, and, increasingly, measurements of wood density and knottiness 
based on x-ray tomography (or digital radiography) at sawmills (Oja et al. 2003). 

The unknown variability in wood quality introduces uncertainty that increases the costs 
of production (Hurttala et al. 2017; Kangas et al. 2012). Primarily, the predictability of quality 
in both the raw material input and final product output is desirable. Information on wood 
quality could reduce the amount of wood needed for harvesting and storage at factory yards. 
Secondarily, the separation of highest quality raw material from the bulk to be used for 
specialty products is an attractive option for increasing the value-added of wood. 

Wood quality estimations of standing timber would be a useful means for more precise 
planning of forest management and wood procurement. However, actual applications are still 
sparse, due to the lack of suitable methods for measuring wood quality indicators in the 
forested environment. Wood quality indicators are morphological tree traits that are used 
either as direct proxies of a certain property of wood or end product, or as inputs into grading 
systems or statistical models that predict wood properties and quality. Some of the most 
common stem and crown metrics used as wood quality indicators include: 

-  DBH, H and sawlog (or stem) volume (Vsawlog) are common forest inventory attributes 
for tree size, and related to the maturity of wood and the percentage of structural timber. 

- Stem taper, i.e. the rate at which the stem diameter changes as the function of height 
(also expressed in terms of slenderness, or conicality) is related to growth rate, EW:LW 
ratio, and maturity of wood (Lindström 1996). 

- Stem sweep/stem straightness, i.e. the deviation of the stem from a straight line, affects 
usability in sawing and may indicate reaction wood content and grain orientation (Rune 
and Warensjö 2002; Warensjö and Rune 2004). 

-  Hlc is closely related to the maturation of wood (Kuprevicius et al. 2013; Mansfield et 
al. 2007). 

-  Hdb indicates the percentage of clear stem wood at the base of the stem (Uusitalo 1997). 
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- Whorl-to-whorl distances reflect the primary growth (shoot elongation), with varying 
implications for ring width, EW content, knottiness, and maturity of wood (Kucera 
1994; Mäkinen 1998). 

- Maximum branch diameter (MBD) indicates the overall knottiness of wood (Björklund 
and Petersson 1999). 

- Branch diameters and insertion angles indicate the knottiness of wood, stem growth 
rate, and grain orientation (Björklund 1997; Moberg 2006). 

- Varying ratios between the above-mentioned indicators (e.g. DBH/H, Hlc/H, 
Taper/DBH) indicate tree allometry, i.e. growth allocation between tree parts, 
maturation of wood, and the resulting wood properties (Kuprevicius et al. 2013). 

In addition, more arbitrary factors such as occurrences of abiotic and biotic damage 
caused by drought, frost, wind, fungus, and insects (often simultaneously or adjacently 
coupled) or mechanical damage during harvesting, hauling, and storage may also affect wood 
quality. However, they are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Various grading systems have been developed to sort and distribute the harvestable or 
harvested timber according to the most suitable end use. For example, studies lasting several 
decades in Finland aimed at determining the value relationships of different logs with respect 
to the expected quality of the timber produced (Heiskanen and Siimes 1959; Kärkkäinen 
1980; Vuoristo 1937). These systems presented two to three diameter classes and three to 
five log or tree quality grades, based on observations of select wood quality indicators, e.g. 
branches, stem shape, visible defects, and stem diameters. An application of the system 
presented by Kärkkäinen (1980) is practiced to a certain extent in the National Forest 
Inventory in Finland. Later systems presented empirical and process-based simulation 
models to predict the distributions of various sawn wood products and their quality grades 
(Lyhykäinen et al. 2009; Uusitalo 1997). State-of-the-art sawmills utilize sawing simulators 
that optimize sawing patterns for specific batches of logs. The simulations use virtual sawlogs 
produced from the sawmill databases of optical and x-ray-based sorting information (Auty et 
al. 2014a; Lemieux et al. 2000; Todoroki 1990), or from process-based models (Ikonen et al. 
2003; Mäkelä et al. 2010; Mäkelä and Mäkinen 2003). 

However, none of the systems are effective in operational wood procurement, due to the 
lack of suitable field references that would otherwise describe wood quality indicators in 
sufficiently high detail and accuracy (Ojansuu et al. 2018). The wood quality indicators listed 
above can be used to estimate many key wood properties when used as descriptors of wood 
formation (Figure 1). Models for predicting wood properties from the characteristics of 
standing timber could be used to provide additional information not directly obtainable from 
log dimensions and to produce virtual sawlogs for more flexible definitions of grading rules 
and optimization of the bucking and sawing patterns (Mäkelä et al. 2010; Mäkinen et al. 
2020). Their inclusion in future remote-sensing-aided forest management and wood 
procurement planning could improve the precision of forestry operations and forest use, with 
possibly positive implications for the sustainability of managed forests. 

1.3. Laser scanning of wood properties in forest management and use 
 

1.3.1. Remote sensing of forests and the role of laser scanning 

Global monitoring of forest growth, coverage, and structure is predominantly based on the 
use of remote-sensing-based model inferences. Increasingly, data are collected from various 
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sensors and platforms, ranging from space- to airborne and terrestrial laser scanners, cameras, 
and radars (Dong et al. 2003; Réjou-Méchain et al. 2019). For the spatial extents of 
ecoregions and entire biomes, satellite data are currently the only viable sources. However, 
airborne and terrestrial laser scanning (ALS and TLS, respectively) are most accurate and 
effective in acquiring high-resolution structural data locally. These data are then used as 
groundtruth for satellite-based spatial models (Luther et al. 2019; Puliti et al. 2018; Réjou-
Méchain et al. 2019; Saarela et al. 2015). 

Laser scanning acquires point-based geometrical and spectral data, using transmitters and 
receivers that emit laser signals—pulses or continuous waves of compressed light with 
narrow spectral band width—and record their returning amplitudes (i.e. intensities) and either 
phase-shift or time-of-flight to calculate the distance the signal traversed. Using the 
transmission angle of the laser-beam origin and the distance, three-dimensional (3-D) 
coordinates of points on the object(s) that reflected the laser can be calculated, relative to the 
scanner location. Increasingly, laser scanning is being performed from multiple 
complementary aerial and terrestrial platforms to collect structural data from forests at 
variable resolutions and perspectives (Beland et al. 2019; Lindberg and Holmgren 2017) 
(Figure 2). 

1.3.2. Airborne laser scanning—mapping canopy structures and growth conditions 

ALS is used to acquire point clouds over landscapes or local regions from an aeronautical 
platform, such as an airplane or helicopter. The most commonly available national and 
commercial ALS data provide 0.5–10 points per m2 and 0.15–0.5-m footprints that are 
dependent on scanning altitude, cruising speed, and pulse frequency. Ground elevations, 
land-use classes, large infrastructures, and forest canopies are examples of elements that can, 
ideally, be distinguished. Objects smaller than the footprints are generally indistinguishable. 
ALS has been used in the Nordic countries for elevation models, mapping, land-use planning, 
and national forest inventories since the early 21st century. The greatest advantage of ALS 
for forest inventories is it being an active remote-sensing technique, in contrast to passive 
remote sensing (photogrammetric, or image-based) (Yu et al. 2015). Laser beams are capable 
of penetrating the canopy and provide multiple returns (echoes), or full waveforms for each 
emitted pulse. These data enable building of digital terrain models (DTMs) and digital surface 
models (DSMs) of the canopy layer and, subsequently, canopy height models (CHMs). CHM 
suites direct extraction of canopy height, depth, density, and gap fractions as proxies or 
predictors of several important forest parameters. 

Area-based approaches are utilized in wall-to-wall predictions of forest inventory 
variables in fixed spatial grids (Lefsky et al. 1999; Næsset 2002; White et al. 2013). Area-
based approaches can use readily available, sparse ALS data with 0.5–2 points per m2. Grid-
level point cloud features (e.g. height percentiles, point penetration, gap fractions, intensity 
features, texture) are empirically linked with inventoried forest attributes (e.g. stand height, 
basal area (G), growing stock density) from sample plots or other forest inventory sample 
units. 

Previous research conducted on the estimation of wood quality indicators and wood 
properties at the grid level showed that stand-specific canopy features extracted from ALS 
predicted stand-level wood quality indicators, such as G, stand height, stand age, and 
dominant height (Hdom) (Coops et al. 2007; Hilker et al. 2012; Maltamo et al. 2009; Racine 
et al. 2013), wood properties such as wood density, fiber length, and MFA (Hilker et al. 2013; 
Luther et al. 2014; Pokharel et al. 2016; Wylie et al. 2019) and mechanical properties of 
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timber (Fischer et al. 2018). However, the transferability of the relationships found has 
generally been low, which is likely due to the lack of accounts of tree-specific differences, 
as well as the intra-tree variations in wood properties. Moreover, one of the most stubborn 
bottlenecks limiting the more detailed use of ALS data is the lack of reliable methods for 
classifying tree species, especially with complex forest structures (Fassnacht et al. 2016). 

The spatial resolution of aerial point cloud data is anticipated to increase, due to the 
development of single-photon sensor technology (Swatantran et al. 2016; Wästlund et al. 
2018) and drones (or unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs) as platforms (Coops et al. 2019). The 
remaining technological challenges aside (e.g. oversensitivity of single-photon sensors and 
legislative problems of UAVs), future use of individual tree delineation (ITD) (Hyyppä and 
Inkinen 1999) could thus become more often feasible. Tree-specific crown features enable 
more detailed estimations of the most common forest inventory variables and their stand- or 
grid-specific distributions (Maltamo et al. 2018; Vauhkonen et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2016). 
ITD-based studies on predicting tree-specific wood quality indicators have shown more 
robust relationships under variable stand conditions (Korhonen et al. 2019). 

However, the research is still inconclusive as to how features of individual trees 
delineated from ALS should be used to predict various wood properties. Moreover, to take 
further advantage of single-tree resolution, forest inventories should also collect more 
detailed field references on tree morphologies and forest structures with spatial information 
that could be linked with their respective ITD segments. Ground-based laser-scanning 
systems are seen as potential solutions to develop the level of detail in field references. 
 

 
Figure 2. Examples of terrestrial and airborne point clouds available for forest inventories. 
Dense aerial point clouds facilitate mapping of individual tree crowns over landscapes, while 
terrestrial point clouds provide detailed three-dimensional (3-D) morphological tree 
parameters at the sample plot level. Establishment of predictive models between wood quality 
indicators resolved from terrestrial point clouds and crown features from aerial point clouds 
(based on alpha shapes, for example) could be used to extrapolate the wood quality indicators 
over landscapes and estimate wood properties in individual stems. Figure partially adapted 
from article V.  
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1.3.3. Terrestrial laser scanning—detailed geometrical models of tree morphologies 

TLS refers to laser scanning performed on ground-level platforms that are usually static, e.g. 
tripods (Jupp and Lovell 2007; Liang et al. 2016; Maas et al. 2008). Mobile laser scanning 
(MLS) is distinguished from TLS to emphasize the mobility of the sensor platform, e.g. 
backpack, all-terrain vehicle, car, or harvester (Kukko et al. 2012; Liang et al. 2018b). These 
methods provide dense and detailed point clouds of the surroundings, but with relatively short 
spatial range. Typical point-to-point sampling distances vary around a few millimeters over 
a 10-m distance, with footprints below 1 cm. Depending on the forest type, the point density 
per square meter can be several tens of thousands, while the operative range for TLS where 
tree stems are recorded at least partly is usually around 15–30 m. Generally, TLS and MLS 
point clouds oversample the ground and the lower parts of stems and canopies, but become 
dramatically sparser higher in the crown as scanner distance and occlusion increase. 
Stochastic noise is often present, mostly due to background radiation (e.g. sunlight), 
backscattering caused by air moisture or dust, and beams that have illuminated several objects 
or irregular planes (Forsman et al. 2018). Although using multiple vantage points can 
increase the coverage and range as well as the point cloud density in upper canopies, TLS is 
best suited for data acquisition at the sample plot level, or on individual trees (Abegg et al. 
2017; Beland et al. 2019; Liang et al. 2018a; Saarinen et al. 2017; Wilkes et al. 2017). 

MLS could enable more efficient collection of data over areas larger than that reasonably 
covered by TLS, but severe inaccuracy remains in the coregistration of points into a common 
coordinate system when the lengths of sub-canopy MLS trajectories increase (Kaartinen et 
al. 2015). Most recently, low-altitude or intra-canopy UAVs have enabled data acquisition in 
the higher parts of tree stems and crowns that could possibly be used to complement the data 
from terrestrial sensors (Liang et al. 2019). While operationally functional MLS and UAV-
based laser-scanning systems are under development, TLS remains one of the most precise 
systems for use in a forested environment and is a viable tool for researching future point 
cloud-based forestry applications. 

Point cloud features similar to those used with ALS (e.g. point-based and intensity-based) 
can be used to describe stand attributes (Jupp et al. 2009) and even model wood properties at 
stand-level scale (Blanchette et al. 2015). However, an increasing number of studies have 
investigated the applicability of TLS point clouds to geometrical tree modeling, using 
quantitative approaches that would enable highly automated retrieval of tree structures in a 
forested environment (Bournez et al. 2017; Bucksch and Lindenbergh 2008; Côté et al. 2011; 
Gorte and Pfeifer 2004; Hackenberg et al. 2014; Hancock et al. 2017; Liang et al. 2012; 
Olofsson et al. 2014; Pfeifer et al. 2004; Raumonen et al. 2013; Yrttimaa et al. 2019). In the 
extraction and reconstruction of tree parts from terrestrial point cloud data, four main steps 
are generally involved: 

1. Filtering: denoising, homogenizing, and down-sampling of the point cloud 
a. Stray points removed, based on the spatial neighborhood 
b. Noisy points removed, based on intensity 
c. Point density homogenized, using fixed-size voxels, or other methods 
d. Voxel, or point space reduced to octrees, k-d trees, or other more efficient data 

structures 
e. (Point intensities normalized if intensity/spectral information is used) 

2. Classifying: labeling points belonging to ground, tree stems, branches, and foliage 
a. Grid-based and triangulation methods, based on point distances 
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b. Clustering methods, based on the spatial distribution of points, using area-growing 
algorithms, or hierarchical clustering 

c. Geometrical methods, based on the dimensionality of points in spatial 
neighborhoods, using principal component analysis (PCA) or machine learning 

d. Classification methods, based on point intensity or spectral information 
3. Structuring: Identifying individual stems and branches and ordering them into 

hierarchical tree structures 
a. Tree skeleton methods 
b. Connectivity analyses 
c. Pattern recognition, using iterative pattern matching or machine learning 

4. Modeling: characterizing tree parts geometrically 
a. Triangulation or interpolation methods for surface fitting (convex hulls, alpha 

shapes) 
b. Fitting of geometrical primitives (cylinders, circles), using least- squares or 

maximum-likelihood approximation, often enhanced with iteration, e.g. random 
sample consensus (RANSAC) 

Thus, a great variety of options and different techniques are available for use in each of 
the phases, including varying combinations of them. Moreover, steps may be performed in 
differing order, simultaneously or repeatedly. In addition, statistical smoothing approaches 
to filter the outcome (e.g. stem curves or the vertical distribution of branch diameters) is often 
required after the actual geometrical modeling (Saarinen et al. 2017). TLS observations can 
also be treated as inputs to process-based tree architectural models to overcome gaps in point 
clouds (Côté et al. 2011; Côté et al. 2018). The choices are dependent upon the data used and 
outcome sought. Increasingly detailed and complex 3-D descriptions of tree structures have 
been used for a multitude of applications that could be useful in the estimation of wood 
properties: 

- Direct estimation of tree volumes throughout tree compartments and their conversion 
to biomass estimates (Calders et al. 2015; Hackenberg et al. 2015)  

- Calibration of allometric tree volume or growth equations (both empirical and process-
based) (Côté et al. 2018; Saarinen et al. 2017; Stovall et al. 2017) 

- Retrieval of tree-specific wood quality indicators (Höwler et al. 2017; Kankare et al. 
2014; Kretschmer et al. 2013; Stängle et al. 2014; Thies et al. 2004) 

- Tree species identification, based on tree morphology (Åkerblom et al. 2017) 
- Analyses of forest canopy space occupation and competition (Bayer et al. 2013; Hess 

et al. 2018; Metz et al. 2013; Su et al. 2020) 
- Estimating the distribution of photosynthetically active radiation within and below the 

canopies (Cifuentes et al. 2017; Côté et al. 2009) 
- Estimations of architecture-based metabolic scaling exponents (Lau et al. 2019) 

However, the number of studies is still relatively small, and several questions remain 
considering the optimal use of TLS and other terrestrial point clouds in the estimation of 
wood properties. More information is required regarding the accuracy and performance of 
point clouds and algorithms used to retrieve tree morphology. Challenges associated with the 
coverage, density, and accuracy of the point clouds are directly transformed to errors in 
reconstructed tree parts. Optimal sampling schemes for acquiring data representative of the 
variability in stem and crown geometries within a forest area likewise remain unclear. 
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1.4. Thesis scope and objectives 

The aim here was to determine how wood properties could be estimated in remote-sensing-
based forest inventories. The aim entailed increasing the understanding of the feasibilities 
and challenges associated with data acquisition, processing, modeling, and applications. In 
addition, sharing information between the two disciplines involved was addressed: informing 
the remote-sensing community of the relevant theoretical background of wood formation as 
well as wood technologists of the availability and technological feasibilities and limitations 
of remote-sensing methods to assess wood properties. 

In the original articles (I–V), methods for characterizing wood quality indicators in 
standing timber were developed and examined from the perspective of the technical 
feasibilities of the remote-sensing technologies, algorithms, sampling schemes, and modeling 
methods selected for capturing relevant tree structures over multiple scales. The point-of-
view in the original articles was mostly focused on wood procurement and forest use, i.e. the 
utilization of the technologies examined to improve conditions in the forest industry to target 
harvests more precisely, and to promote sustainable use of wood. The implications for forest 
management decisions and biomass estimations in forests are considered, as well. 

The reader should also be advised that the scope of this thesis (and the original articles) 
was exclusively focused on Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) in intensively managed, even-
aged, single-species boreal forests on mineral soils. The wood properties targeted (e.g. 
knottiness and wood density) were analyzed, using select wood quality indicators, i.e. 
descriptors of stem, crown size, and structure, and the accuracies directly assessed with x-ray 
references from sawmills when available, or implicitly with respect to the theoretical 
background of wood formation as described. High-resolution remote-sensing methods were 
used (TLS and ALS) that are not yet available in operational forest inventorying. With these 
considerations in place, the objectives of the thesis were: 

1. To identify wood quality indicators that can be captured, using TLS, and to assess their 
accuracy (I–IV). 

2. To assess the accuracy of ALS crown features for predicting TLS-based wood quality 
indicators throughout the landscape (V). 

3. To analyze how the retrievable indicators could be used to model wood properties and 
wood quality in remote-sensing-based forest inventories (I–V). 

4. To infer the implications for enhanced forest management and use (I–V). 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
  

2.1. Study areas, sample trees, and plots 

The study areas comprised Scots pine-dominated, even-aged managed boreal forest stands 
on mineral soils located in southern Finland in Evo, Orimattila, and Hyytiälä. The stands 
examined represented one of the major sources of softwood timber in southern Finland. 

We used data for 180 mature Scots pines sampled from six different forest stands in Evo 
(4) and Orimattila (2), 30 trees per each stand, located in groups of 2–10 trees (Table) (I–III). 
The stands were selected to represent mature Scots pine stands under various forest 
conditions in terms of site fertility and thinning intensity. The trees were sampled to represent 
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the diameter distributions of each stand. We collected TLS data of the standing timber and 
x-ray scanning data of the sawlog sections harvested at the Koskitukki sawmill (Koskitukki 
Oyj, Järvelä, Finland). 

We used data for 52 Scots pines from a single mature stand in Hyytiälä (Table) (IV). The 
trees were selected to represent the diameter distribution of the stands, located in 10 groups 
of 2–6 trees. We acquired TLS data of the standing timber, and optical and x-ray data of the 
sawlogs harvested and bucked at Korkeakoski Sawmill (UPM-Kymmene Oyj, Korkeakoski, 
Finland). 

We used data from 27 Scots pine stands in Evo (V). The stands examined were selected 
to document the transition of Scots pine stands from young to mature developmental stages, 
and thus a spectrum of varying wood quality indicators in the area. In all, 24 sample plots 
were established at representative locations, one in each stand. In addition, we placed four 
plots in each of three remaining stands that captured the main stages of the transition. TLS 
data and tree-specific field measurements were collected from all sample plots (36). 

2.2. Reference data  
 

2.2.1. Field measurements 

Field measurements were carried out with typical measurement gear deployed in current 
operational stand-wise forest inventories in Finland. Stem size and height are the most 
commonly used of the forest inventory attributes that are also used as the ground-truth for 
remote-sensing-based predictions. In addition, we inspected select crown size variables that 
are used in more specific inventories. 

The field references were collected for each sample tree, using calipers and a digital 
hypsometer Vertex III (Haglöfs AB, Järfälla, Sweden) (I–III). DBH was measured with the 
calipers as an average of two perpendicular measurements of the stem diameter at 1.3-m 
height from the ground. H, Hdb, and Hlc were measured with the Vertex, using an average of 
three repetitions; H was the height of the treetop from the ground, Hdb was the height of the 
lowest dead branch from the ground, and Hlc was the height of the lowest living branch that 
was separated from the live crown by a maximum of one dead whorl. 
In article IV, no field references were collected.  

A field crew obtained the field references for all individual trees within the plots of 32 × 
32 m that exceeded a 5-cm DBH (V). The field crew used a preliminary tree map to locate 
all trees within the plot borders, identified the species for each tree, and measured DBH, H, 
Hdb, and Hlc, similar to those noted elsewhere (I, II, and IV). In addition, trees missing from 
the tree maps were added, using a measuring tape and a bearing compass to define the 
locations. 

2.2.2. Sawmill measurements 

Sawmill measurements were undertaken at sawmills, using the operational measurement 
systems including optical and x-ray scanning devices. In x-ray scanning, we focused on 
knottiness and wood density, since these wood properties were considered some of the most 
pivotal to wood quality, and x-raying companies have established methods for their 
extraction. Operational x-ray scanning at sawmills is based on x-ray densitometry, in which 
the intensities of x-rays transmitted through the logs are used to reconstruct a digital, two-
dimensional (2-D) gray-scale image for linear interpretation of wood density (with respect to 
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device-specific calibration measurements), and varying means of pattern recognition to 
distinguish whorls of knots (Wei et al. 2011). Among other issues, rapid processing, uneven 
moistness of the logs, and the limited number of x-raying directions limit the accuracy of 
wood property features extracted from x-ray scanning, but nevertheless represent the state-
of-the-art wood property information achievable at industrial scale. 

Sawmill references were obtained for the log-sections of each sample tree at Koskitukki 
Oy with an Opmes AX1 (Inray Oy Ltd, Mikkeli, Finland) x-ray scanning device (or digital 
radiographer) (I). The scanning was performed successfully for 162 of the 180 trees. The data 
included the vertical locations of all whorls and the maximum knot diameter in each whorl. 

Sawmill references were collected from the sawlogs bucked from the sample trees at 
Korkeakoski Sawmill (IV). We obtained data from the optical log-scanner system 
Visiometric LignaProfi (Visiolog Ltd., Lappeenranta, Finland) and the x-ray scanning system 
Wood-X 4D Tomo (Finnos Oy, Lappeenranta, Finland) used operationally at the sawmill. 
The data included stem geometry variables (stem dimensions, stem taper, and stem sweep) 
and wood property variables of knottiness and wood density. 

2.3. Study data 
 

2.3.1. Terrestrial laser-scanning data acquisition and preprocessing 

TLS data were collected from groups of sample trees and sample plots with an aim at 
capturing the relevant morphological traits used for estimating wood properties and wood 
quality. These traits (stem geometry and branching structures) were considered as complete 
as possible, given the limitations imposed by the forested environment, e.g. occlusion and 
wind. 

TLS data were collected for the tree groups from variable scanning positions adjusted 
specifically for each group to ensure full coverage on all sides of all trees in the group (I–III). 
We used a Faro Focus3D X 330 phase-shift scanner (Faro Technologies Inc., Lake Mary, FL, 
USA). The point-to-point sampling distance was set to 6.3 mm at a 10-m distance, resulting 
in 44.4 M points measured. 

TLS data were obtained with similar adjusted scanning setups, using a Trimble TX5 
(Trimble Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) phase-shift scanner, with point-to-point sampling 
distance set to 3.1 mm at a 10 distance, resulting in 177.7 M points measured (IV). 
The TLS data were obtained from the sample plots, using five scanner locations that were 
fixed to all plots, namely in the center of the plot and in the center of each plot quadrant (V). 
We used either of the two scanners: the Focus3D or a Leica HDS6100 (Leica Geosystems AG, 
Heerbrugg, Switzerland). With both scanners, the point-to-point sampling distance was set 
to 6.3 mm at a 10-m distance. 

In all scanning setups, six target spheres were placed within the scanned area, such that 
all six were visible to at least one of the scans, and at least three spheres were visible to all 
other scans. The global coordinates of the spheres were also measured, using a Trimble R8 
real-time kinematic Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver and a Trimble 5602 
DR200+ total station (V). 

Similar preprocessing procedures were used in all TLS datasets utilizing the built-in 
preprocessing algorithms in the software according to the scanner manufacturer. Faro Scene 
5.2 was used for the Focus3D and TX5 data and Leica Z+FLaserControl 8.6 for the HDS6100 
data. 
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We removed the stochastic noise by filtering out spatial and spectral outliers, e.g. points 
that had no neighbors within a 3x3 pixel 2-D grid in Faro Scene and points that had too low 
a return intensity (below 300 in Faro Scene on a scale of 0–2096). Typically, up to half of 
the points in the original point cloud were filtered out at this stage. 
We co-registered the separate scans from a group of trees or a sample plot into a common 
coordinate system, using the target sphere locations to solve the positions and orientations of 
scans relative to each other. 

2.3.2. Terrestrial laser-scanning point cloud-based geometrical tree-modeling methods 

Individual trees were handled separately to digitize the stems and branching for the extraction 
of wood quality indicators. Both manual and quantitative (or automated) methods were used 
to reconstruct stems and first-order branches. 

In I, tree stems and the largest first-order branches in diameter within each whorl were 
manually digitized from the sample tree point clouds and reconstructed, using RANSAC 
circle fitting (Fischler and Bolles 1981). Hdb was estimated from the TLS data as the height 
of the lowest detected branch (or whorl).  

In II and III, the sample trees were manually extracted from the point clouds. Geometrical 
tree stem and branch reconstructions were quantitatively produced from the point clouds, 
using point cloud classification, pattern recognition, and fitting of geometrical primitives 
(circles and cylinders): we carried out PCA for 3-D point neighborhoods and classified the 
points as stem, branch, and noisy points, based on their orientation and flatness (Liang et al. 
2012). We modeled the stem by fitting consecutive cylinders to the stem points from the tree 
bottom to top. For branch detection, the stem model was split into vertical segments 15 cm 
in height at 5-cm intervals, i.e. 15-cm consecutive segments with a 10-cm vertical overlap. 
The distribution of branch points in each vertical segment as a function of degrees around the 
stem was smoothed by a convolution with a Gaussian window function. Branches were 
identified from the smoothed function, using a continuous wavelet-transform peak-detection 
method (Du et al. 2006). The branch points detected were modeled, utilizing RANSAC circle 
fitting. 

In IV, the sample trees were manually extracted, and the stems were quantitatively 
reconstructed, using the classification and cylinder-fitting procedure developed by Liang et 
al. (2012). 

In V, the sample trees were extracted from the sample plot-level point clouds, based on 
the segmentation of the TLS CHMs  produced for each plot. A sample of the extracted trees 
was selected from each plot and the stem and branching reconstructed, using the methods 
described elsewhere (II and III). 

2.3.3. Airborne laser-scanning data acquisition, feature extraction, selection, and modeling 

In V, we acquired ALS data that covered the entire Evo study area (app. 2000 hectares) with 
pulse density suitable for ITD. The scanner used was a Leica ALS70-HA. The data were 
collected from an altitude of 900 m above sea level, and the resulting data showed an average 
pulse density of six pulses per m2 with a footprint of 13.5 cm. The system recorded a 
maximum of five echoes per pulse. 

We produced DTMs and DSMs of the upper canopy, and by subtracting DTM from DSM, 
generated normalized CHMs of the sample plots. ITD on CHMs was carried out, using an 
iterative local maxima-based watershed algorithm. For all delineated tree crowns, several 
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point-based and geometrical (using alpha-shapes (Edelsbrunner and Mücke 1994)) features 
were calculated, in addition to which competition and stand descriptors were derived from 
the crown features, based on neighborhood- and plot-level calculations, respectively (see V, 
Table 2 for an exhaustive list). 

The best subsets of all extracted features for predicting each of the wood quality indicators 
were selected separately for each response variable, using regression trees (Breiman et al. 
1984). Variables found decisive in the splitting nodes of the regression trees were selected as 
explanatory variables in the prediction models. 

The prediction models were built, using the Random Forest (RF) machine learning 
algorithm (Breiman 2001). RF builds ‛forests’ of regression trees from random subsamples 
of the modeling data, and randomly permutes explanatory variables at each splitting node. 
The final prediction was based on a regression tree averaged from all random-generated 
regression trees. 

2.4. Statistical analyses 

Evaluations were based on the analyses of descriptive statistics, using paired t-tests, mean 
difference (MD, or mean error ME, or bias), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), Pearson’s 
correlation coefficients (r), and coefficient of determination (R2) to assess the accuracy of the 
methods examined with respect to their references. The feasibilities of the TLS data, the 
quantitative methods applied and the ALS modeling scheme to capture tree traits that could 
be used to assess various wood properties were inferred from the results. 

In I, we evaluated the accuracy of the TLS multi-scan point clouds in capturing the 
branching structures in standing timber in comparison to those measured with operational 
sawmill equipment, using paired t-tests. 

In II, we evaluated the performance of the quantitative branch detection and modeling 
method developed in direct comparison to the manual measurements from article I. In other 
words, the optimal performance of the algorithm was assessed with respect to the observable 
branching structures, given the point cloud completeness. We defined the accuracy of whorl 
detection, based on the number of correct false-positive (commission error) and false-
negative (omission error) observations. We compared the accuracy of the branch diameter 
and insertion angle estimates in terms of bias and RMSE. 

In III we analyzed the performance of the quantitative branch detection algorithm across 
five vertical stem sections. Samples of branches were randomly selected from each stem 
section and manual measurements compared with the quantitative similar to the comparisons 
in II. We used multiple regression models to assess the effects of scanner distance and 
occlusion on the performance of our branch detection and modeling methods. 

In IV, we assessed the accuracy of the TLS stem models in comparison to the sawmill 
data, using paired t-tests at the log level, and analyzed the relationships of the log geometry 
with wood density and knottiness, using Pearson’s correlation coefficients. 

In V, we determined the accuracy of the ALS features in predicting TLS-based tree-
specific wood quality indicators with RF (V). We calculated ME, RMSE, R2 between the 
TLS-derived values and the RF-predicted values. The coverage and representativeness of our 
sampling and prediction schemes were also analyzed, based on probability density functions 
and hierarchical cluster analyses of the wood quality indicators predicted. 
The Materials and methods are summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Summary of materials and methods in original articles I-V. DBH is diameter-at-breast 
height, Hdb is height of the lowest dead branch, RMSE is root-mean-squared error, R2 is 
coefficient of determination, MD is mean difference, ME is mean error, ITD is individual tree 
delineation, RF is Random Forest, RANSAC is Random Sample Consensus, TLS is terrestrial 
laser scanning, ALS is airborne laser scanning. 
 Wood 

quality 
indicators  

Study 
material 
and area 

Study data 
----- 
References 

Sampling Methods Statistical 
analysis 

I DBH, Hdb, 
number of 
whorls, 
whorl-to-
whorl 
distances 

Six mature 
Scots pine 
stands 
(mineral soil, 
even-aged) 
 
Evo, 
Orimattila, 
Myrskylä 
(southern 
Finland) 

Manual TLS 
measurements 
----- 
X-ray & field 
measurements 

180 trees 
representing 
the diameter 
distribution. 
Largest branch 
in each whorl 
within log 
sections (stem 
diameter >15 
cm) 

Visual 
interpretation, 
RANSAC circle 
fitting 

Comparison 
of descriptive 
statistics; 
paired t-tests 

II Number of 
whorls, 
branch 
diameter, 
branch 
insertion 
angle 

Six mature 
Scots pine 
stands 
(mineral soil, 
even-aged) 
 
Evo, 
Orimattila, 
Myrskylä 
(southern 
Finland) 
 

Quantitative 
TLS features 
----- 
Manual TLS 
measurements 

180 trees 
representing 
the diameter 
distribution. 
Largest branch 
in each whorl 
within log 
sections (stem 
diameter >15 
cm) 

Quantitative 
branch 
detection and 
modeling: 
continuous 
wavelet- 
transform-
based pattern 
recognition 

Accuracy 
analysis and 
comparison 
of descriptive 
statistics; 
bias, RMSE 

III Number of 
whorls, 
branch 
diameter, 
branch 
insertion 
angle 

Six mature 
Scots pine 
stands 
(mineral soil, 
even-aged) 
 
Evo, 
Orimattila, 
Myrskylä 
(southern 
Finland) 

Quantitative 
TLS features 
----- 
Manual TLS 
measurements 

180 trees 
representing 
the diameter 
distribution. All 
branches in 1-
m samples in 5 
stratified stem 
sections from 
every tree 

Quantitative 
branch 
detection and 
modeling: 
continuous 
wavelet-
transform-
based pattern 
recognition 

Accuracy 
analysis, and 
simple & 
multiple 
linear 
regression 
models; bias, 
R2 

IV Stem 
dimensions 
and shape 

One mature 
Scots pine 
stand 
(mineral soil, 
even-aged) 
 
Hyytiälä 
(southern 
Finland) 

TLS stem 
models 
----- 
Optical log 
scanner, X-ray 

52 randomly 
sampled trees. 
Log sections 
(stem diameter 
>15 cm) 
bucked to 
bottom, middle, 
and top log 

Quantitative 
stem modeling: 
stem point 
classification 
and cylinder 
fitting 

Comparison 
of descriptive 
statistics; 
MD, paired t-
tests, 
Pearson's 
correlations 
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Table 1. (Continues) 
 Wood 

quality 
indicators  

Study 
material 

Study data 
----- 
References 

Sampling Methods Statistical 
analysis 

V Stem and 
crown 
dimensions 

27 Scots 
pine stands 
from young 
to mature 
(mineral 
soil, even-
aged) 
 
Evo 
(southern 
Finland) 
 

ALS crown 
features and 
TLS modeling 
data 
----- 
Quantitative 
TLS features & 
field 
measurements 

10% of trees 
in each 
sample plot 
representing 
the diameter 
distribution 

Quantitative stem 
and branch 
modeling; 
extraction of 
wood quality 
indicators from 
TLS point clouds. 
ITD, and the 
extraction of 
crown features 
from ALS point 
clouds. 
Nonparametrical 
feature selection 
(regression 
trees), iterative 
resampling and 
model predictions 
(RF) 

Comparisons of 
observed (TLS 
and field) and 
predicted values; 
ME, RMSE, R2. 
Analysis of 
sample and 
prediction 
representative-
ness; probability 
density functions 
and hierarchical 
cluster analysis 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1. Summary of the results in the original articles 

In I, we observed that the main differences between branching structures captured by TLS 
and x-ray scanning resulted from self-pruned branches in the lower parts of the log sections. 
However, the MBDs in the TLS data did not differ from those in the x-ray data with statistical 
significance. Hdb was measured from TLS with an ~1-m MD compared with the field 
measurements. We concluded that the stem dimensions and visible branches in the lower 
dead parts of the crown were recorded reliably in the point clouds (Table 2). Quantitative (or 
automated) extraction of useful wood quality indicators from point clouds was identified as 
the next crucial development step. 

In II and III we found that the quantitative branch detection and modeling method 
developed specifically for our purposes was a reliable means to describe the first-order 
branching (i.e. branches deviating from the main stem) within dead crowns (Figure 3). A 
tree-specific average of 69.9% of the whorls in the log sections was observed (II), compared 
with the number of whorls visually identifiable from the point clouds. In all, 68.8% of the 
visually identified branches were found with the quantitative approach, when inspecting 
vertically stratified samples (III). The quantitative detection accuracy decreased dramatically 
above Hlc, due to increasing scanner distance and decreasing point density. Wind and 
occlusion showed additional adverse effects on detection and modeling accuracy. The 
method also generally resulted in underestimation of the branch diameters, compared with 
the manual point cloud measurements of the branches. In all, our results suggested that full 
branching structures cannot be captured by TLS alone, but the retrievable parameters could 
be treated as inputs to allometric branching models and used for tree biomass and wood 
quality estimation (Table 2). 
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In IV, we found that stem dimensions resolved from the TLS point clouds compared 
favorably with those measured by state-of-the-art sawmill equipment (Figure 3) (IV). The 
stem dimensions also exhibited logical relationships with wood properties, such as knottiness 
and wood density; however, the correlations remained moderate (r < 0.5). Sweep estimation 
from the TLS point clouds did not concide with the sawmill measurements, possibly due to 
the use of different measurement principles. TLS accounted for the 3-D shapes of the stems, 
while the sawmill measurements relied on 2-D stem profiles. In addition, the sweeping may 
have been greater in the standing timber, due to the gravity of branches and foliage on upright 
stems, as opposed to bucked and pruned logs laid horizontally. Nevertheless, our results 
supported our idea that wood property models built from sawmill databases (i.e. models that 
related log geometry with interior wood properties) could be applied to standing timber, using 
stem variables measured with TLS (Table 2). In an operational setting, point cloud data could 
likely be more effectively collected by means of MLS (e.g. from a harvester). 

In V, we obtained reliable RF predictions for TLS-derived DBH, Vsawlog, and Hlc, using 
the ALS point cloud features (R2 > 0.4), while more detailed branching attributes (MBD and 
Hdb) could not be directly modeled from the ALS features (Table 2). Based on the regression 
tree analysis, tree-specific ALS point height features, geometrical proxies for crown size, and 
stand-specific point height features were the most abundant descriptors of wood quality 
indicators. In our data, Hlc, as predicted from the crown features, enabled distinguishing 
between mature Scots pine stands better than stem size alone. In general, RF predictions for 
DBH in low and high extremes were more averaged than those of Hlc. We concluded that 
accounting for individual tree crown features in ALS-based forest inventories could enable 
more detailed descriptions of tree morphologies and inferences of their effects on stem 
growth and wood quality. 
 
Table 2. Summary of descriptive results in the assessment of wood quality indicator variables 
in the original articles, with respective conclusions. DBH is diameter-at-breast height, Vsawlog 
is volume of the sawlog section, Hlc is the live crown base height, Hdb is height of the lowest 
dead branch, and MBD is the maximum branch diameter. Estimates derived from the 
terrestrial laser-scanning (TLS) point cloud subscripted with ‛TLS’, and Random Forest 
predictions based on airborne laser-scanning (ALS) features with ‛RF’. Sawmill 
measurements are subscripted with ‛sawmill’. Field-measured variables have no subscript. 
MD and ME are mean difference and mean error, respectively. RMSE is root-mean-squared 
error. 
Variable Evaluations of results (I–V) Conclusions 
DBH I:  DBHTLS - DBH 

V: DBHTLS - DBH  
                            
     DBHRF - DBHTLS 

                              

MD 0.69 cm (2.2%) 
ME -0.38 cm (-1.8%) 
RMSE 1.42 cm (6.9%) 
ME -0.07 cm (-0.4%) 
RMSE 2.70 cm (13.3%) 

DBH can be measured accurately from 
TLS point clouds and predicted, using 
ALS features. DBH is an important input 
variable for numerous wood quality 
equations or grading systems, but gives 
little information about wood properties. 

Vsawlog IV: VsawlogTLS -        
      VsawlogSawmill 
V:  VsawlogTLS - Vsawlog 
                        
      VsawlogRF - VsawlogTLS  

MD -0.004 m3 (-2.42%) 
 
ME -0.060 m3 (-17.8%) 
RMSE 0.10 m3 (30.8%) 
ME -0.002 m3 (-0.7%) 
RMSE 0.11 m3 (41.2%) 

Vsawlog can be measured from the TLS 
point cloud and predicted, using ALS 
features. The accuracy is dependent on 
point cloud quality and completeness. 
Vsawlog is an important variable in wood 
procurement that indicates the 
percentage of structural timber, but 
gives little information about wood 
properties. 
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Table 2. (Continues) 
Variable Evaluations of results (I–V) Conclusions 
Taper IV: TaperTLS -  

      Tapersawmill 
MD -0.24 mm/m  
(-2.98%) 

Taper can be estimated directly from the 
TLS stem curve. Taper affects the 
sawing pattern and correlates 
moderately with select wood properties 
(e.g. knottiness and wood density). 

Sweep IV: SweepTLS - 
      Sweepsawmill  

MD 3.50 mm/m 
(78.13%) 

Sweep can be measured from the TLS 
stem curve, but the measurements were 
not compatible with those at the sawmill. 
Sweep affects the optimal log 
breakdown and is linked with reaction 
wood and grain straightness. 

Hlc V: HlcTLS - Hlc 

 
     HlcRF - HlcTLS  

ME 0.96 m (8.6%) 
RMSE 2.39 m (21.5%) 
ME -0.02 m (-0.2%) 
RMSE 1.89 m (15.7%) 

Hlc can be estimated from the TLS point 
cloud, using the distribution of branch 
diameters, and is predictable from the 
ALS features. Hlc is an important 
indicator of crown vigor and maturity of 
wood. 

Hdb I:  HdbTLS - Hdb  
V: HdbTLS - Hdb  
                       
    HdbRF - HdbTLS  

                         

MD 0.80 m (14.2%) 
ME 0.80 m (19.8%) 
RMSE 1.94 m (47.9%) 
ME 0.04 m (0.8%) 
RMSE 1.89 m (15.7%) 

Hdb can be estimated from the TLS point 
clouds as the height of the lowest 
branch, but cannot easily be predicted 
with the ALS features. Hdb is an indicator 
of the clearwood content at the base of 
the stem. 

MBD I:  MBDTLS - MBDsawmill  
V: MBDTLS - MBD   
                               
    MBDRF - MBDTLS  

                               

MD 0.42 mm (1.81%) 
ME 1.90 mm (5.6%) 
RMSE 7.40 mm (22.0%) 
ME -0.10 mm (-0.2%) 
RMSE 6.10 mm (17.1%) 

MBD can be measured from the TLS 
point clouds, but the accuracy is 
dependent on the point cloud density. 
MBD is not directly predictable from the 
ALS features. MBD is the single most 
important indicator of knottiness and 
crown vigor. MBD can also be 
empirically predicted from stem and 
crown allometry. 

Whorls I: TLS - Sawmill 
Mean whorl height 
Whorl number        
Whorl-to-whorl 
distance 
II: Manual - 
Quantitative (TLS) 
Number of whorls 

 
MD -1.56 m 
MD -14.07 (37.7%) 
MD 0.11 m (34.3%) 
 
 
 
Accuracy 71.1% 

Whorls are distinguishable in dead 
crowns, using the TLS point clouds. 
Self-pruned whorls and those in live 
crowns cannot be measured. The 
vertical distribution of whorls is a useful 
indicator of crown structure and height 
increments and relates to the earlywood 
content and maturation of wood. 

Branching I: TLS - Sawmill 
Mean branch diameter   
II: Manual - 
Quantitative (TLS) 
Branch diameter 
                                       
Branch insertion angle   
                                       
III: Manual - 
Quantitative (TLS)  
Number of branches       
Branch diameter             
                                       
Branch insertion angle 

 
MD 0.65 cm (28.0%) 
 
 
Bias 0.32 cm (9.2%) 
RMSE 1.92 cm (61.7%) 
Bias 0.55° (0.6%) 
RMSE 15.91° (24.5%) 
 
 
Accuracy 68.6% 
Bias 0.89 cm (40.3%) 
RMSE 0.94 cm (42.5%) 
Bias 1.98° (3.1%) 
RMSE 7.75° (12.0%) 

Branch diameters and angles can be 
measured for dead branches, using 
TLS. Point cloud density highly affects 
the detection accuracy. The vertical 
distribution of the branching parameters 
could be used to build or calibrate 
allometric branching functions, however 
the representativeness would be poor in 
higher parts of live crown. Nevertheless, 
branching parameters can serve various 
purposes in the modelling of wood 
properties. 
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Figure 3. Examples of terrestrial laser-scanning (TLS) point clouds and retrievable wood 
quality indicators. (a) The lower parts (log sections) of the stems are distinguishable from the 
point clouds. The stem dimensions and shape (e.g. sweep and vertical stem taper) can be 
extracted from geometrically reconstructed stems. (b) The individual branches can be 
detected with favorable accuracy within the dead crowns of the log-sized trees. The branch 
diameters and branch insertion angles are estimated, e.g. with circle fitting and principal 
component analysis, respectively. The accuracy of the wood quality indicators retrieved was 
dependent largely on point cloud quality, coverage, and density. The best results were 
obtained with TLS point clouds of individual sample trees or small groups of trees, as opposed 
to those of larger sample plots. Adapted from articles II and IV. 

3.2. Methodological considerations and restrictions 

The sample sizes used in the original articles were small. Therefore, the reader should bear 
in mind that the scope was on a particular tree species (1), forest conditions (2), wood 
properties (3), morphological tree traits (4), and remote-sensing methods (5): 

1) The thesis focused exclusively on Scots pine. Although softwoods share a variety of 
similarities, considering their wood properties, the predominant sources of differences 
should be borne in mind: Scots pine is a shade-intolerant species with plastic crown 
structure, thus strongly responsive to the environment and variable in wood quality. 
Other softwood species and genera exhibit different types of shade tolerance, crown 
plasticity, and growth responses, with different implications for wood properties. 

2) The thesis focused on even-aged, Scots pine-dominated managed forests on mineral 
soils in southern Finland, i.e. in a region strictly restricted in geography, climate, and 
ecology. The variability of Scots pine wood properties under selected conditions is 
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generally well-known, which enabled logical analyses of our results with respect to the 
theoretical background. In addition, the structural homogeneity of the forest conditions 
examined was considered to isolate the effect of data acquisition considerations. 
However, although similar management options in comparable soils are commonly 
used with a variety of Pinus species globally, the results presented here cannot be held 
as representative of other species, ecoregions, or uneven-aged or mixed forests, or 
forests on peatlands. 

3) The thesis focused on the properties of the vascular xylems in Scots pine—such as 
knottiness, MFA, and wood density—that are theoretically characterizable through 
the tree morphology. Reaction and opposite wood, or anomalies of wood (e.g. wound 
tissues and decay) that affect the wood properties targeted were not considered in the 
thesis. Both direct and implicit assessments of wood properties were used: 
a. Direct wood property measurements were carried out, using state-of-the-art x-ray 

scanning at sawmills, which has its own limitations: the high processor speed limits 
the accuracy of x-rays, as well as the number of computable features. Wood 
moisture may bias the density measurements among logs, especially in sapwood. 
The limited number of measurement directions may cause occlusion of knots and 
decay, and overlapping features may bias the measurements. The x-ray scanning 
used in this thesis should not be confused with 3-D x-ray computed tomography 
scanning (Wei et al. 2011). 

b. The implicit inferences of knottiness, MFA, and wood density were justified, based 
on their known responses to growth and the environment. These wood properties 
have high narrow-sense heritability by definition, i.e. the variance of the relevant 
genetic responses is considered additive to the predominant environmental effects 
and to cause relatively little variation in these properties (Zobel and Jett 2012). 

4) Simple tree attributes such as DBH, Hdb, Hlc, and MBD were used as the descriptors of 
tree morphology. These variables were considered to cover the most important 
morphological traits associated with the development of the selected wood properties 
in managed Scots pine stands. The variables were inferred from stem and branching 
data that could also enable more detailed description of the tree structures, e.g. stem 
dimensions and shape as well as branch diameters and insertion angles as functions of 
height. However, the complexity of wood formation implies that the variability in wood 
properties throughout the various scales will always be greater than that of the wood 
quality indicators, i.e. wood formation processes cannot be completely explained by 
stem and branching attributes. 

5) High-density TLS and ALS 3-D point clouds were used in the thesis and represented 
remote-sensing data not (yet) deployed in operational forest inventory regimes. 
Therefore, all results entail hypothetic (or futuristic) settings, where the prevailing 
bottlenecks in data acquisition and computation are in most parts solved. More 
specifically: 
a. TLS data was used to characterize sample trees and plots. In the absence of 

operational settings for gathering detailed 3-D point cloud data in the forested 
environment (e.g. MLS from harvesters), TLS is currently considered one of the 
most accurate methods applicable to research purposes. TLS represents the potential 
accuracy of the data achievable from terrestrial platforms (i.e. taking into account 
the inevitable effects of wind, occlusion, and reducing of point density by the 
scanner distance). 
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b. ALS data with the resolution of app. six points per m2 gathered from an altitude of 
900 m were used for the spatial modeling (V). The bulk of the contemporary aerial 
3-D remote-sensing data have lower resolution than these. However, the 
development of new sensors (e.g. single-photon technology, high-resolution 
satellite imagery) and platforms (e.g. drones) can be anticipated to increase the 
spatial resolution of future aerial remote-sensing data. 

c. The data-processing methods were considered representative of the currently 
available methods, excluding the remaining computational limitations and unknown 
performance outside the particular study material. The efficiency, accuracy, and 
availability of various algorithms and required computing power were not 
exhaustively considered in the thesis, and they are expected to continue improving 
from those presented here. 

For the above reasons, the small sample sizes used in the original articles were considered 
adequate for the explorative purposes of the thesis—demonstrations of highly detailed 
methods were given at the expense of robustness and transferability. Generalizations outside 
this particular material must be avoided. 

Our settling for small samples can in part be attributed to the limitations of data 
acquisition. TLS point cloud coverage quickly diminished with increasing scanner distance, 
thus limiting the operative range to individual sample trees or sample plots, and the metrics 
obtainable to the lower canopy and stems, especially with quantitative methods (Abegg et al. 
2017; Liang et al. 2018a; Maas et al. 2008; Wilkes et al. 2017). Larger sample sizes could be 
obtained with MLS, if not for the prevailing inaccuracies in data registration that still limit 
the extents of feasible data (Liang et al. 2018b). 

In our data, the accuracy of several wood quality indicators differed between datasets 
with different point densities (Table 2). For example, Vsawlog was estimated with high 
accuracy, using dense point clouds collected from small groups of mature sample trees (IV) 
(MD -2.42% in comparison to sawmill measurements). Similar estimates were found less 
accurate when derived from point clouds of plots sized 32x32 m with lower point density (V) 
(ME -17.8% in comparison to volume calculations based on an existing allometric function) 
(Table 2). 

ITD-based ALS point cloud features enabled predictions of the main morphological tree 
traits that are required as inputs to wood property and wood quality models within a 
landscape. The main restrictions affecting the feasibility of ITD-based tree trait estimation 
include challenges in species recognition and retrieval of data from lower canopy layers 
(Chasmer et al. 2006; Korpela et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2016). These aspects require further 
development, especially for enabling application of the methods examined to more 
heterogeneous forests. 

3.3. Applications in the modeling of wood properties and wood quality 

The TLS point clouds were feasible means for recording select tree morphologies relevant to 
wood quality in intensively managed Scots pine stands. The estimates in our studies were 
mostly concise, with measurements carried out in the field with conventional tools, as well 
as in sawmills with state-of-the-art optical and x-ray-based equipment. Simple dependencies 
were identified between stem and branching parameters obtainable from TLS and tree-
specific wood property statistics such as MBD, mean whorl-to-whorl distance, and mean 
wood density measured with x-rays. 
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The results suggest that TLS should be considered as a tool for retrieving input variables 
to allometric wood property or wood quality models. Data should be obtained from a 
carefully selected sample of trees that represents the variability of wood properties in the area 
(or population) of interest. For example, an analysis by Saarinen et al. (2019) showed that a 
relatively small sample of representative individuals is enough to reparameterize an empirical 
stem taper function for a well-defined population.  

Tree growth models (empirical or process-based) describe the relationships of primary 
and secondary growth as allometries between H, stem and crown dimensions, branching, and 
volume and biomass partitioning (Achim et al. 2006; Groot and Schneider 2011; Houllier et 
al. 1995; Kellomäki et al. 1999; Laasasenaho 1982; Mäkelä 1986; Mäkinen and Colin 1998). 
The tight interdependencies between primary and secondary growth are due to the wood 
formation responding to intrinsic (increasing size) and extrinsic (climate and competition) 
factors as described in the Introduction. With detailed inputs from TLS point clouds 
accompanied by wood property references, any of the above-mentioned models could be 
utilized in translating allometric growth responses into vertical and radial gradients of wood 
properties such as knottiness, wood density, or fiber properties (Duchateau et al. 2013; 
Eberhardt et al. 2019; Ikonen et al. 2003; Mäkelä et al. 2010; Mäkinen et al. 2020; Moberg 
2006; Osborne and Maguire 2016) (Figures 1 and 4). 

The full facilitation of methods such as those examined in this thesis should aim at 
upscaling wood properties from the tree-ring level to global extent, utilizing increased 
communication between various disciplines, such as remote sensing, wood science, forest 
ecology, dendrochronology, and other environmental sciences (Babst et al. 2018; Beland et 
al. 2019). The underlying complexity of wood formation processes remains only 
fragmentally described from cellular scales to annual rings and whole-tree level to forest 
stands, regions, and forest biomes (Babst et al. 2018; Friend et al. 2019). The findings in this 
thesis suggest that high-density terrestrial and aerial remote-sensing methods can play an 
important role in filling in the knowledge gaps regarding wood property variabilities 
throughout different spatial extents, from intra-tree processes and stand dynamics to 
geographical regions and climatic gradients. 

Wood quality models could utilize detailed terrestrial point cloud data in multiple ways. 
One option would include MLS performed from harvesters during forest operations and 
linking point cloud measurements with industrial data. Establishing databases that combine 
detailed morphological tree traits from standing timber, bucking data from harvesters, and 
wood quality data from sawmills would enable reconstructions of virtual sawlogs that are 
used to optimize the secondary log breakdown, or sawing. Using stem taper, branching, and 
knot shape models, comprehensive reconstructions of interior knot structures were previously 
demonstrated (Duchateau et al. 2013; Osborne and Maguire 2016). TLS provides an excellent 
instrument for obtaining the calibration data from standing timber (Figure 4). The virtual 
sawlogs should be compatible with sawing simulators that are used at sawmills to choose 
optimal sawing patterns for specific batches of logs and to estimate product recoveries with 
wood quality information (Auty et al. 2014a; Ikonen et al. 2003). Promisingly, Murphy et al. 
(2010) already used TLS stem models as inputs to an optimization program that accounted 
for optimal bucking and sawing, based on stem size and shape. 

If virtual sawlogs were imputed to standing timber prior to harvesting (Figure 4), very 
accurate and timely optimization of wood procurement could be practiced. Positioning data 
from scanners and harvesters should therefore be preserved along the sawmill’s process chain 
to enable links to remote-sensing sources (at least at the stand level) (Kaartinen et al. 2015; 
Saukkola et al. 2019). Models for predicting bucking, log-specific wood quality, or optimal 
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log breakdown at the individual tree level could be extrapolated over the stands of interest, 
using remote sensing if the data (e.g. ALS) enabled the predictions of sufficient input 
variables. Similar approaches were already demonstrated with harvester data, field 
measurements, and aerial remote-sensing data (Barth et al. 2015; Sanz et al. 2018). Already 
the inclusion of Hlc in the suite of variables inventoried with ALS, as also proposed by other 
authors (Korhonen et al. 2019; Maltamo et al. 2018), would open way for a wide range of 
allometric wood property models that could be applied. 

 

 
Figure 4. Outlook for utilizing high-resolution terrestrial point clouds, sawmill references, and 
aerial point clouds to estimate wood properties in standing timber. (a) Terrestrial point clouds 
enable measurements of detailed stem and branching parameters from standing timber. (b) 
State-of-the-art x-ray log tomography equipment at sawmills measure whorl locations and 
wood density (adapted from article IV, by courtesy of Finnos Oy). (c) Coupling terrestrial point 
clouds with sawmill data could enable modeling of wood property gradients within stems. (d) 
Dense airborne laser-scanning data can be used to map wood properties to individual tree 
segments, based on wood quality indicators predicted from the point cloud features. In this 
example, tree-specific maximum branch diameters (MBDs) were predicted, using crown 
features and calibrated branching models (unpublished work). DBH is the diameter-at-breast 
height. 

3.4. Implications for forest management and use 

The uncertainty of future climates and environments coupled with the increased demand for 
wood introduces new challenges to forest management and use. Most importantly, more 
precise and flexible planning of forest management and wood procurement are needed to 
ensure the productivity of forests as well as the maintenance of sufficient wood supply 
(Gardiner and Moore 2014). The approaches examined in this thesis could be parts of more 
precise future forest planning. The ability to calibrate wood property and wood quality 
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models according to the target area or population characteristics could improve the accuracy 
of carbon sequestration and timber production estimations across forest types, developmental 
stages, and geographical regions. It should further be determined whether more detailed wood 
property information could be used to facilitate forestry policies that promote improvements 
in wood quality through silviculture and wood markets that benefit from this improved 
quality (Hurttala et al. 2017). 

Intensive forest management practices with short rotations have long been held in their 
part responsible for the decline in wood quality in industrially harvested wood (Zobel 1984). 
Delayed harvests (or prolonged rotations) could improve the wood quality in managed forests 
and increase the percentage of mature wood and structural timber in the wood harvested. 
Unfortunately, extending the rotations is controversial, due to the slow increase in net-value 
in old trees, and because the largest trees are often the most vulnerable to the threats posed 
by changing climate, such as drought, unusual wind conditions, spreading diseases, and insect 
outbreaks (Bennett et al. 2015). In the current volume-centric markets, trees are harvested 
when the proportional annual increase in the price gained for the accumulated volume is 
lower than the reference interest rate. Ideally, if wood markets used wood quality-based sale 
premiums, forest owners could be encouraged to delay their harvests (Malinen et al. 2010). 
Prolonged rotations should be accompanied by the major portion of wood being turned into 
long-term carbon-binding sawn wood. 

Managed forests in many regions of temperate and tropical forests are under the threat of 
forest degradation or deforestation, due to the reduced forest biodiversity and, consequently, 
lower resistance, resilience, and productive stability (Hosonuma et al. 2012). Boreal forests 
could face similar threats as climate change proceeds (Gauthier et al. 2015). One of the most 
pivotal questions in contemporary silvicultural science is how forest management could 
improve the conditions for forests to be adaptable to future changes. It is arguable that future 
forest management should be planned at notably finer spatial and temporal resolutions to 
increase the flexibility of forest management and use. The variability in wood quality is thus 
likely to become more nuanced between trees and stands, highlighting the need for more 
accurate remote-sensing-aided wood property and wood quality estimation methods, such as 
those studied in this thesis. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Ongoing changes in climate, environment, silviculture, and demand for wood are creating 
pressure for more precise forest management and use, key components of which are spatially 
and temporally explicit models of wood properties. Wood properties (e.g. tracheid 
dimensions, wood density, MFA) are pivotal to the accumulation of biomass in forests and 
the quality of wood in various end uses, especially in structural timber. Explicit and spatially 
transferable models for describing wood properties and wood quality are required to enable 
precise monitoring of wood formation in forests and planning of sustainable forest 
management and wood procurement. Remote sensing holds significant promise for 
introducing such implementations into practice, especially due to the recent emergence of 
terrestrial point clouds and increasingly dense ALS data. 

The most common inputs to a variety of wood property and wood quality models are 
descriptors of stem and branching. In this thesis, we found that TLS was capable of recording 
the relevant structures in high detail, but within small spatial ranges. Simple wood quality 
indicators were also successfully modeled, using ALS-based crown features. However, the 
more explicit branching attributes were found challenging to predict directly from ALS 
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features. The representativeness and coverage of sampling, as well as data quality and 
accuracy, were of great importance to the feasibilities of the methods.  

Based on the results of this thesis, TLS should be considered as a tool for retrieving stem 
and branching data from sample trees and for building or calibrating allometric models 
(empirical or process-based) of explicit stem and branching structures. Several wood 
properties, and the resulting biomass and wood quality, can be inferred from such 
morphological reconstructions by utilizing the dependencies between primary and secondary 
growth (e.g. EW to LW and juvenile to mature wood transitioning). Linking detailed 
morphological tree measurements from TLS with sawmill data would enable highly accurate 
wood procurement planning with accounts for wood quality. Wood property and wood 
quality models should use tree traits predictable with ALS as explanatory variables (e.g. H, 
crown dimensions). 

More frequent interdisciplinary communication would be beneficial in further research. 
With an understanding of the ecological background of wood formation, remote-sensing data 
would enable modeling frameworks for various wood properties that have been previously 
elusive to the forest inventories. On the other hand, the increasing access to morphological 
modeling data could improve the feasibility of wood scientific applications in sustainable 
forest management and use. Such developments should become increasingly useful in 
tackling the challenges associated with changing environment, climate, silviculture, and 
demand for wood. 
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